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A NEW PROOF THAT ANALYTIC SETS ARE RAMSEY ERIK ELLENTUCK1
Abstract.
We give a direct mathematical proof of the Mathias-Silver theorem that every analytic set is Ramsey.
?I. Introduction. Use lower case Greek letters to denote subsets of w = the nonnegative integers. Define a < g if (Vx Ec a)(Vy E /3)x < y, (a, g) < = { c f c ac U /\ Aa < e -a A f is finite}, (cr. g)o' = {f I a c e c a U ,g A aZ < ea A e is infinite}, P = (z, w)w and Q = (0, w)<0. Regard P as a topological space endowed with a neighborhood system consisting of sets of the form (a, e)1 where a E Q and f E P. Since this is the topology we intend to use throughout most of our paper, ordinary topological words will always refer to it. On some occasions, however, we will want to speak about the relativization to P of the product topology of countably many copies of {O, 1}, each bearing the discrete topology. This is the classical topology which is relevant for the theories of recursion and definition. We prefix the word classical to indicate notions that are defined for this topology. S c P is called Ramsey if there is a e E P such that (z, &) c-S or (0, e)C c P -S. In [1] it is shown that every classical Borel set is Ramsey and in [3] , [4] it is shown that every classical analytic set is Ramsey. The former result is combinatorial, but the latter uses relatively deep metamathematical notions involving forcing. In ?2 we prove the Mathias-Silver theorem on classical analytic sets using nothing more than the methods of Galvin-Prikry. It easily follows from our main result that any set with the Baire property is Ramsey, the latter closely related to the fact that any meager set is nowhere dense. A word of caution: nothing could be falser in the classical topology. Our proof should be accessible to the general mathematical reader.
Our thanks go to F. Galvin and C. Jockusch both of whom informed us of an error in an earlier manuscript. There is an -e P which accepts or rejects each of its finite subsets. is a neighborhood (a, g)0 such that e E (a, P) 
LEMMA 2 (GALVIN-PRIKRY
